Distributed computing refers to the use of distributed systems to solve computational problems. A distributed computing system consists of multiple computers that communicate through a computer network. The computers that are in a distributed computing system can be physically close together and connected by a local network, or they can be geographically distant and connected by a wide area network. Distributed computing systems offer the benefits like scalability and redundancy. A task is any single module to be processed. If the number of tasks are more then the number of processors and every processor process the task in a particular time period for processing any particular task then we have to allocate each task to the single processor in such a way that the task should be completed in a optimal reliability manner and also there should not be overloading of task to any single processor. The number of processors and number of tasks are static in nature. The number of processors is denoted by n and the number of tasks is denoted by m. In general for all real world problem the number of tasks are greater then the number of processors i.e. m>n. The requirement is to complete all the tasks by allocating the task so that the results for reliability should be optimal in nature to increase the overall performance of distributed computing system.
INTRODUCTION
In distributed computing, a problem is divided into many tasks, each of which is solved by one or more computers which communicate with each other. Distributed computing system [25, 29] referred to computer networks where individual computers are physically distributed. In this paper the task is allocated statically [6, 15] to the processor. Task allocation [1, 8, 11] refers to assign the task on the available processor for increasing the performance of distributed computing system [5, 24] . Task allocation [13, 17, 18] is in the way to enhance the overall processing reliability [3, 7, 10] . Also to improve the performance [19] of distributed network [2] it is required to maximize the processing reliability [12, 20, 21] . An important aspect of distributed computing is to provide a user a non distributed view of a distributed system. In the present paper we are giving an algorithm [14, 27, 28] to be implemented in a distributed system and where the numbers of tasks [4, 9, 16] are greater then the number of processors.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the present research paper is to give an efficient and reliable algorithm to allocate all the available tasks on processors statically in a distributed computing system to enhance the results for processing reliability. In distributed computing, there is a network of many processors where each processor accomplishes the task to get the optimal result more quickly as well as more efficiently. Here we have taken an example of distributed computing system where the number of processors is lesser in comparison to the number of tasks. In this research paper there is a set of tasks which are to be get processed by some processors. The objective also includes, calculating the time complexity of the present algorithm as it is a major factor to show the performance of the algorithm. The objective part of present paper also contains the comparison between results with some other recent algorithm for proving the betterment of the present algorithm. 
NOTATIONS

TECHNIQUE
In order to evaluate the overall optimal processing reliability [22, 23, 26] of a distributed Computing System [2] we have chosen the problem where a set P= {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 …p n } of 'n' processors and a set T= {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 …t m } of 'm' tasks, where m>n. The processing time of each and every task to each and every processor is known and it is mentioned in the processing reliability matrix namely PRM (,) of order n*m. On making the addition of each column of PRM (,) we find MPRM (,) and after arranging MPRM (,) it in ascending order of their sum of column we find Arranged Processing Time Matrix namely APRM (,).
ALGORITHM
Step 1: Read the number of tasks in m
Step 2: Read the number of processor in n
Step 3: Read the Processing reliability Matrix PRM (,) of order n*m
Step 4: Compute multiplication of each column of PRM (,) and store it into Modified Processor Reliability Matrix MPRM (,)
Step 5: Arrange the MPRM (,) in ascending order of their column multiplication value and store it into Arranged Processor Reliability Matrix APRM (,) Step 6: While (all tasks! = allocated)
Step 7: { Select and allocate particular task from APRM (,) processor which has the maximum Processing reliability.
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Step 9: Display the result.
IMPLEMENTATION
In the present research paper we have taken total number of task 10 which is t 1 ,t 2 ,t 3 ,t 4 ,t 5 ,t 6 ,t 7 ,t 8 ,t 9 and t 10 , and total number of processors 4,which are p 1 ,p 2 ,p 3 and p 4 .diagramatically it can be shown below in figure1-
Fig 1: Task Allocation Problem
The processing reliability (r) of each task on various processors are known and mentioned in the processing reliability matrix namely PRM (,) of order 4 * 10- On arranging MPRM (,) in ascending order of their column multiplication value, we find Arranged Processor Reliability Matrix APRM (,) of order n*m- Again, we select next four tasks (t 1 , t 4 , t 5 , t 3 ) from APRM (,).Again on selecting 4 tasks which have the maximum processing reliability at any specified processor, we find the allocations which are mentioned in Here, we have only two tasks (t 7 , t 8 ) more. On repeating the similar concept we select tasks which have the maximum processing reliability at specified processor, we find the allocation which are mentioned in Table 3 

The graphical representation is described by figure 2 which is given below-
Fig 2: Processing Reliability based Task Allocation
CONCLUSION
In the present paper the problem is discussed to allocate the different tasks to different processors. The number of tasks is more then the number of processors. The tasks are allocated to the processors to get the optimum utilization of processors in terms of enhanced processing reliability for each task. The concept in the present paper is presented in algorithmic form and it is tested for many inputs to check the accuracy of result. The model mentioned in this paper is based on the consideration of processing reliability of the tasks to various processors. It is the common requirement for any assignment problem that the tasks have to be processed with maximum reliability. Here, performance is measured in terms of processing reliability of the task that has been processed by the processors of the network and also these tasks have been processed optimally. The optimal result which is also mentioned in the implementation section of the paper, is as given below- As we know that, the analysis of an algorithm is mainly focuses on time complexity. Time complexity is a function of input size 'n'. It is referred to as the amount of time required by an algorithm to run to completion. The time complexity of the above mentioned algorithm is O (mn). By taking several input examples, the above algorithm returns following results, The performance of the algorithm is compared with the algorithm suggested by Liu et.al (14) . Table   3 From the above table it is clear that present algorithm is much better for optimal allocation of tasks that upgrade the performance of distributed computing system. Following graphs in figure 6 , 7, and 8 shows the pictorial representation between algorithm (14) and present algorithm- 
